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Memorandum of Understanding
Between

Netaji Nagar Day College
170/436, N.S.C. Bose Road, Kolkata - 700 092

&

Bankura ZAlla Saradamani Mahila Mahavidyapith
Nutanchati, Opp Axis Bank, Nutanchati Rd, Bankura,

West Bengal, 722101
As on 3rd May 2021

We hereby agree to become partner institutions for a period of 3

years in order to develop amicable environment and cooperation
between these two institutions and promote mutual understanding
educational, social, and cultural development.

PARTNER INSTITUTION PROGRAMME GOALS:

To strengtheen relationships, understanding and
appreciation between the two institutions.



To provide opportunities for students and tenchers to develop skillswhich enhance academio and soclal relationships.
To Bupport and supplement tenching/learning of different subjects in
the respective Institutions with mutual cooperation in common
Academic programs.
To develop students into citizens who can be globally enged,
comfortalble with diversity and with the skills to operate effectively
across culturen with different views and Belief systems.

PARTNER INSTITUTION ACTIVITIES

Suggestions for activities that the Institutions may wish to consider.

Exchanges of Information about curriculum, institution events.
Exchange of teaching resources, study materials and teaching

strategies,

Both institutions will endeavor to maintain student and teacher
exchange programs to provide the opportunity to study, work and live
in the sister school community.

Organizing "Pilot" classes or groups of students in both institutions to
collaborate in common curriculum as much as possible.

The institutions reserved the review to this agreement on regular basis to
determine new inclusions as well as future directions of this agreement.
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Memorandum of Understanding 

This Memorandum of Understanding_is made on this 7th day of April, Two thousand and twenty one between the Higher educational institution Netaji Nagar Day College, situated at 170/436, N.S.C Bose Road, P.O. - Regent Estate, Kolkata -700092, West Bengal, India (Which term or expression shall, unless excluded by or repugnant to the context be deemed to mean the premises, infrastructural arrangements, teachers, staff and students of the said College) of the One part 
AND 

the Higher educational institution Muralidhar Girls' College, situated at P 411/14,Gariahat Road, P.O. 
term or expression shall, unless excluded by or repugnant to the context be deemed to mean the premises, 

Ballygunge, Kolkata - 700029, West Bengal, India (Which 
infrastructural arrangements teachers, 
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staff and students of the said College) of the Other part 
Whereas the two Colleges have evinced the desire to strengthen the academic
relationships and bonding between them. 

And Whereas the two Colleges have evinced the desire to provide meaningtul opportunities for students and teachers to develop skills which lead to improvement of 
academic and social background. 

And Whereas the two Colleges have evinced the desire to support and supplement (inter 
alia) the teaching/ learning of different subjects in the respective institutions with mutual 
interaction and co-operation in common academic programmes. 

And Whereas the two Colleges have evinced the desire to develop students into citizens

who can be globally engaged, equipped with requisite skills to exist and operate across

cultures with diverse views and belief systems.

Now this indenture witnesseth, that in pursuance of the above interests, these two 

institutions agree and declare as follows: 

1. Exchange information about curricular and extra-curricular events and 

competitions.
2. Exchange teaching resources, teaching strategies and study material.
3. Create a favourable atmosphere where exchange of faculty members and students 

will create a deep academic and social bonding. 

4. Collaborate on organizing seminars, workshops and colloquia. 5. The institutional collaboration will begin with the Departments of English of the 

respective Colleges on an experimental basis. 

6. The MOU will be in force for a period of three calendar years from the tday of 
April, Two thousand and twenty one till the 7hday of April, Two thousand and 
twenty four. Further it will be under review Semi-annually (Preferably at the 
completion of each semester of study) to determine inclusions as deemed
appropriate and incorporate new ideas, strategies and areas of further co- 

operation. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF 
hands on the day, month and year first written above.

the parties hereto have set and subscribed their respective 

SIGNED, SEALED AND DELIVERED in the presence of 

AJI Princips
Netaj tiagar Day ClegeKokata - 700 092 

ABaok 07.04 20a1 
Signature óf Principal, Netaji Nagar Day College

gat 
DR. KINJALKINI BISWAS

Principa
Muralidhar Girls' College 

Kolkata - 700029
7-y 22 

Signature of Principal, Muralidhar Girls' College
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